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the panasonic strada cn dv155 incorporates the functions of both a camcorder and a cd recorder. with this camera, you can record moving images and still images on a cd and view them later
using a monitor. you can also view moving images and still images recorded on a cd on your tv set. the panasonic strada cn dv155 has a large 2.5 inch lcd monitor that you can use to view
images during shooting. when the camera is set to a shooting mode, the monitor will be turned off. you can switch the monitor on and off while recording movies in the cmw mode. the panasonic
strada cn is a dv-r/rw with a built-in tv. it’s not the fastest of cameras and its best features are all in the imaging, but it certainly doesn’t need to be. the strada cn is a great camera for using in
the studio and the travel environment. this camera is the upgrade path from the c1 and c2 models, so there’s more than enough improvements and new features to be excited about. the
panasonic strada cn dv155 japan englishzip has a fixed focus lens that has a focal length of 22mm. it’s an aperture of f/3.5-6.6 and a shutter speed range of 1/30 to 1/10000 second. the new
panasonic strada cn dv155 japan englishzip has a new sensor that is a 1/1.7 inch ccd. it has an internal exposure dial that is set to 10, 3 stops over the normal exposure settings. so that makes it
pretty much like a dslr when it comes to exposure values, and that makes it really easy to do exposures like you’d do with a dslr. we’ve already written about the dv-r’s new shutter speeds up to
1/3,600th second, so that’s pretty much the limit with this camera, as it does have the same limit as the c1 and c2 models. these cameras have a gain setting, so you can set the gain higher or
lower than the normal setting. you can also set the iso to 1/3,600.
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